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“To live in hearts

“They shall grow not old,

we leave behind
is not to die ...”

as we that are left grow old.
Age shall not weary them,
nor the years condemn.
At the going down of the sun
and in the morning
We will remember them.”

- Thomas Campbell,
Hallowed Ground
Dear Prep Family
This past Sunday, the Headmaster of College, the
College Head Boy elect, Malibongwe Mkosi, the Prep
Head Boy, Matthew Ladds and I represented the Andrean
community of Prep and College at the annual
Remembrance Day Parade.
Of course, this year was very different as most things are,
especially now with the rise in infections in Grahamstown/
Makhanda. Standing quietly in the sun outside
Grahamstown’s Cathedral, surrounded on all sides by
beautiful buildings, admittedly colonial in style for which
I have a personal penchant, gave us time to pause and
reflect on our own lives and to give thanks for all that we
have endured in South Africa, not only this year, but over
the years.
Remembrance Day is not a day on which we gather to
glorify war, but rather to reflect on the Andreans, and in
our case specifically the Old Preppies, who gave their
lives so that others may live in
peace. As the lines from For
the Fallen by Laurence Binyon
remind us:
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Memory Hall lists 96 names on Prep’s memorial board
remembering the fallen. That’s a staggering number for
a little school. We must remember them and the lessons
from history. For humanity, it seems, are slow learners, or
we forget quickly because we so often repeat the mistakes of the past. In so doing many are denied a future,
denied the flourishing of the unique giftedness that has
been bestowed on each one of us.
Somehow, it seems even more pertinent this year that we
reflect on lessons learnt. That we take the responsibility
that we have inherited thanks to so many who have gone
before us; a responsibility to give our
very best because we are able
to; to seek an environment in
which we all can flourish and
to ensure the safety of all of
our people, especially our
children, for who doesn’t want
a bright future for their child?
Mr B
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Pre-Primary
Fantasy Safari
As the Grade Rs were unable to go on an Outdoor Ed trip
- Outdoor Ed came to the Grade Rs!
On Friday, the class came with their binoculars and
dressed in their best safari gear. Outside the classroom
we had set up camp, With tents and log seating around
the fire.
We were fortunate enough to get Rev Rich to join us with
his guitar to have a sing song around the fire.
The children then spent the morning playing games in
the tents and pretending to be on the African Savannah’s.
After snacktime we lit the fire and toasted marshmallows and made smores, its amazing how many they
can consume!
Later in the morning we sat around the fire and shared
our wild animal projects, some of which are shown
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below. Apart from our own investigations, the
children have all learnt some very interesting facts
from each other!
Then, suddenly, we heard strange noises and
spotted wild animals approaching...!! Warthog,
giraffe, elephant, and rhino came ambling into our
camp, to the squeals of delight from all the
children.
It was a truly magical morning enjoyed by all, and
a wonderful way to finalise our theme on African
wild animals!
Mrs Daniela Wright
Grade R Teacher
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Junior Prep
Under the Sea!
On Wednesday the Grade 1s set off on our final Outdoor
Ed for the year. Twenty-four very excited little Preppies,
clad in swimming costumes, hats and civvies, headed off
to Kenton-on-Sea for an exciting outing.
The morning was spent on the Bushman’s River side,
where the children got to swim and experience life on the
lagoon.
Fun was had paddling in the shallows, a walk along the
lagoon, followed by a treasure hunt and, of course, a
team sandcastle competition.
Mrs Terri Rennie
Grade 1 Teacher
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Grade 3 Outdoor Education

Bushman Sands

Amidst the Covid crisis and lockdown regulations the
Grade 3 class were able to go on their much-anticipated
Outdoor Education to Bushman Sands.
We departed school on 3 November and returned on
5 November. This two-night sleepout is always such a
highlight of the academic year. as it is here that boundaries are pushed, goals are reached and self-confidence
blooms.
On day 1, the children were divided into three groups and
this became their team for the duration of their stay. The
teams quickly learnt to embrace each others strengths
and sometimes to have to tolerate each others weaknesses. We Are Stronger Together became our motto and
we watched as each group build up amazing strategies to
work together and complete the many challenging tasks
which were set before them.
A rotation between three stations was the order of the
day. The first was a very high rock climb up a wall (with
all the safety gear in place). Then the children went on
to abseil from a bridge and finally, they navigated the low
ropes course. It was beautiful to witness the encouragement of a fearful teammate and the elation at challenges
overcome. Cheers and hoorays could be heard across
the Beyond Adventure campus!
In the evening the famous game of Stalk The Lantern
was played - and will be spoken about at every Old Prep
Supper to follow!
On day two, the children completed a variety of obstacle
courses, teambuilding games and worked on some very
interesting problem-solving games. The highlight was the
afternoon water balloon fight … Exhausted and just about
ready to collapse, the children enjoyed a relaxing bonfire
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and braaied marshmallows together afterwards.
This Outdoor Ed is such fun, but pushes the children out
of their comfort zones in all the planned activities. The joy
and amount of pride seen on the little faces is amazing
and always something to be remembered.
Well done Grade 3s, you did it again!
Mrs Fowlds and Mrs Lister
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Footloose and Fancy Free!
The Grade 2s were lucky to experience an Outdoor
Education trip this year, despite all that is going on
around us. We made our way to the Kasouga beach for
the day to enjoy some time out of the classroom. The
children happily built sandcastles in the soft sand, had
races down the dunes, swam in the river and dipped their
toes in the waves.
It was a happy outing and very special to see how much
the Grade 2s have grown this year. They have taken
everything capably and in their stride. I was very proud
of the friendships and kindnesses shown to one another
throughout the day.
Mrs Sam Amm
Grade 2 Teacher
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Sport
“You’re never a loser until
you quit trying.”
– Mike Ditka

From the Director of Sports
This past week was full of activities on cricket fields,
Fairlawn tennis courts, the swimming pool, basketball and
squash courts. Some of the Grade 7s continue to enjoy
the rowing experience at both the St Andrew’s College
gym and Settlers Dam. The Preppies have been heavily
engaged in the Internal League matches and all of them
played in true Andrean spirit.
As has been the norm for much of this year, all the
activities were played under strict and relevant health
protocols.
We will navigate the remainder of the term with more
internal games and sorting of the teams in anticipation of
the return of formal inter schools’ games in the new year.
As we get closer to the end of a very crazy year, I want
to pay special tribute to the staff and sports coaches who
have been amazing folk to work with. The help of the
sports coaches (stooges and interns) made my job so
much easier and more enjoyable. I really appreciate their
time and effort. Our school is truly fortunate to have them.
Patrick Gumunyu
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Music

It’s All About the Bass!
The boys at Top Prep have been very creative and have
enjoyed their various class music slots over the last few
weeks. The Grade 4 boys have loved their body percussion unit. They have been busy exploring rhythms and
sounds created only with their bodies and performing
to various musical tracks, starting relatively easy and
progressing onto more advanced rhythms which were
challenging. There were many laughs as they attempted
the challenges.
The Grade 5 boys have been learning to beatbox – those
that know of or have seen the famous Australian beatboxer Tom Thumb will be amazed at how brilliant he
is. Those that don’t know him, look him up, he is worth
watching. The boys were introduced to him and his
amazing talent and have been trying to imitate him since.
I must say that there are already quite a few very good
beatboxers in this grade!
It is that time of year when the Grade 6s have started to
develop their own ‘Stomp’ project. Stomp is a percussion
performance group that started out in Brighton, England
in 1991 and became famous for using the body and
ordinary objects to create a physical percussion performance. Their success was swift. By 1994 they were
touring the USA and elsewhere in the world and by 1997
they had won four Emmy Awards. In August 2012, Stomp
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was included in the 2012 Summer Olympics closing
ceremony in London. You may never see anything on the
stage as unusual as this. Music created solely from junk
material, they use ordinary objects and their bodies to
hammer out complex and fascinating rhythms! I have had
the pleasure of seeing Stomp twice live in London and
I can tell you that it is the most phenomenal experience
and if you ever get the chance to see them you should
certainly try. The boys love this unit and are busy creating
their Stomp performance ideas. Needless to say, there
is a lot of noise during our class music lessons so we
move outside and they practise all over the school away
from the rest of the classrooms. The boys are completely
engaged and there isn’t one boy who doesn’t love this
part of class music.
The Grade 7s are also fully engaged in the `Importance
of Music in Film’ unit. They are creating their soundtracks
to their chosen movie clips. We have been building on
various skills leading up to this final project and will now
combine everything they have learnt in both GarageBand and iMovie. I can’t wait to see and hear their final
products. One day there might be some amazing sound
engineers, music producers for film and movies, and they
can say that Prep was where they first learnt and
discovered their passion for creating music for film!
Mrs Fiona van der Merwe
HOD Music
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Banter, braaing, baking, birdies and basketball…BEAUTIFUL!

Boarding
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